JOIN OUR TEAM

Acupuncturist and
Herbalist
We are currently looking for a graduate Acupuncturist and Herbalist to join our team. We are located in a professional
plaza in Murray, Utah that is meant to give professionals and their clients a healing facility with autonomy. We provide
both individual private practice rooms or a larger room for group sessions. We are looking for those that already have
their own clients or those that are just starting to build their clientele and those that know how to market their own
practice. You will be working under your own business, but also within a community of like individuals.
Professionals share furnished rooms for part-time or full-time practice. The amount of time you need the room depends
on where you are at in building your private clientele base. So, if you are just starting out and only have clients for a
few hours each week or if you already have a large clientele base we can accommodate the time you need to spend in
your new therapy room. The price of the room will depend on how much time you need, so you can start out small if
needed and grow with your clientele base. Our standard rent is $10/hour, which includes the reception area and all
other amenities for your clients. We have a base rent of $100, which covers your first 10 hours of usage for the month,
then after that the price will go up according to how many hours you have clients booked.
Principle duties include:
•
Promote holistic health and wellness benefits to clients and give them suggestions on tools and techniques that
they can use at home.
•
Create a healing experience for clients through a friendly and helpful attitude.
•
Develops and maintains personalized relationships with clients.
•
Keeps community client paperwork current for cross working with other professionals.
•
Helps maintain professionalism and cleanliness of therapy rooms and common areas.
Professional requirements:
•
Must adhere to local and state licensing laws and regulations.
•
Must carry liability insurance.
•
Knowledge of other various holistic health modalities preferred.
•
Must be customer service oriented and able to communicate effectively with clients.
•
Understands and believes in the healing benefits of holistic therapy and natural healing.

For additional information on Holistic Bodyworks,
please visit our website at https://
holisticbodyworks.squarespace.com/
Send your resume to
holistic.bodyworks.wellness@gmail.com
835 E. 4800 S., Suite 112
Murray, Utah 84107
Phone: 801-251-6108

